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1. Introduction You are now a prospect student in a very special institution. At Faculty of Commerce English Section (FCES) you will be taught by outstanding faculty members and you 2



will have the opportunity to interact with diverse student bodies. You will find a learning environment which fosters academic success as well as intellectual enrichment. We believe an environment of respect and understanding must exist to support and enhance the ability of any student to achieve his or her greatest potential. Being a member of our faculty provides you with many opportunities for personal, intellectual growth and development. Become involved and don't miss out. Seek assistance, when needed, from faculty staff about academic, social, career or personal issues. Your education and well-being are reasons for our presence. Your goal as a student should be to take advantage of the opportunities that FCES offers both inside and outside classrooms to enhance your learning, through its wide variety of programs, activities, and events. This Handbook is your reference to FCES and will be important throughout your time here. It provides important and useful information for students and staff regarding how the faculty is organized, what we teach, how we teach it, how we assess students, where to find more information, and where to obtain help and support for a variety of issues and problems. Answers to questions you will have about studying at FCES can be found in this handbook. Please refer to it regularly so that you know what is expected from you at key times during university career. Your time in Faculty of Commerce, English Section, will be unlike any other period in your life. This handbook aims to make that time enjoyable and trouble free as possible. We also want to give clear and accurate picture of life within the faculty, both in its teaching and research interests and in its extra-curricular activities. We aim at conveying a sense of what makes FCES distinctive.
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2. Letter from the Dean Dear prospective FCES students, I am delighted to introduce Faculty of Commerce, English Section (FCES) to you as a prospect student. All Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University Faculty members and Staff would like to welcome you. There has never been a more exciting time to be at Faculty of Commerce. Founded in 1911, Egypt`s first Business School has been transformed during the recent years and during the last year witnessed major transformations and initiatives that significantly enrich your undergraduate experience. As a new undergraduate credit hours bylaw will be applied, this new bylaw has the following main features: - Majors start from third year of study (first year of study in case of Actuarial Sciences Program) - It offers majors like: Finance and Investment, International Management, Marketing, Accounting and Finance, Auditing and Governance, Risk Management …etc. - It obliges the students to select 3 liberal art courses to study from a list of 12 different courses. - It obliges the student to complete character-building non-credit course before graduation. - It depends on more objective assessment techniques - It is supported with modern physical, technological infrastructure, an online and student support services along with integrated students' activities; and extended service-working hours. We are working very hard to make the academic programs and resources at FCES remarkable by any standard. Cutting edge computer laps and facilities, Diversified faculty-wide extracurricular activities are a key emphasis and commitment for our new and returning students. One of the most important parts of your education will come from the close interaction with friendly faculty members and staff as well as your fellow classmates for lifelong friendships. Finally I hope you will have a great and enjoyable experience, which depends on your hard working, innovation and persistence as well as academic integrity. Sincerely, Professor: Ehab Mohamed Abou Aish Dean, Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University.
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3. Letter from the Vice Dean



Dear First Year FCES Students, Welcome to the Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University. You are about to launch an exciting new stage of your life, one that will bring many invaluable learning opportunities with it. You will be experiencing many new insights and impressions; most importantly of all, you will be laying the foundation stone for your personal and career development. In the Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University, we will provide you with the best possible learning environment to enable you to achieve your academic goals. The quality of our scholars is one of our valuable assets. The excellent quality of our teaching is reflected in the new bylaw based on the credit hours system that will be released on the academic year 2017/2018. The new bylaw grants students a bachelor's degree in a diverse of new specializations that focus on real-world industry and business scenarios. In addition to conventional classes, you will have the opportunity to use the webbased facilities to access electronic resources, extra tutorials and to communicate with the faculty staff members. One key prerequisite for your academic success is, of course, your own personal engagement. Work hand-in-hand with our teaching staff by preparing for lectures and classes ahead of time and carefully reviewing your notes afterwards. I advice all of you to enjoy the time that you will spend in the university. In addition to learning, you must participate in social, cultural, sport and art activities that are fully supported by the faculty management. Time is passing quickly and all what you do in your university time will be excellent memories in the future. May I now take this opportunity to wish you all the very best for your studies and your life in the FCES. Sincerely, Professor: Mohamed Hassan Abdel-Azim Vice Dean for Education and Student Affairs.



4. Brief about Cairo University and FCES 5



Faculty of Commerce is a prominent faculty at Cairo University which is the oldest and one of the most popular universities in the Middle East Cairo University came into being and was officially founded in 1908. The university is committed to preparing students for the challenges of a rapidly changing workplace. The faculty of Commerce traces its origins to 1911 when it was established as a high school of commerce. In 1991, Faculty of Commerce established the English section, a promising section of the faculty offering the same degrees offered to the Arabic section students, where English Section students are taught by highly qualified academic staff with teaching, professional and academic research experience; Students are also provided with the most recent international textbooks, new facilities, fully equipped classrooms, computer & language labs and audiovisual facilities. The main objective is to cope with the current business environment; and to equip students with the necessary technical knowledge and intellectual skills required to meet national and regional standards of excellence. In March 2004, the English section program became internationally recognized after it has been reviewed by external reviewers within the project of "Enhancement of Quality and Institutional Planning at Arab Universities" which is sponsored and funded by the Regional Bureau for Arab States of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP/RBAS). The method used for review is a modified version of academic subject review as developed for implementation in 2000 by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education in the United Kingdom (QAA-UK). Overall, the reviewers judged that academic standards are satisfactory. The intended learning outcomes, curricula, assessment, and student achievement were assessed as the bases for this overall judgment and satisfactory results were obtained. The programs offered by the faculty, and relevant courses and majors, were reviewed recently to meet the current labor market requirements and improve the employability of graduates. These developmental efforts resulted in the accreditation of the new bylaw for the bachelor's degree enclosing the credit hours system application, to be effective starting the academic year 2017/2018. FC employs the best academic staff members who are available to help and put you on the right track. Interactive learning, new information technologies; and understanding qualifications and skills needed to succeed in today's global marketplace are our means to achieve the mission.



5. Resources and Facilities 6



5.1 Computer labs: FCES provides students with computer & net facilities. The buildings contain computer labs with modern PCs and printing facilities. Labs are connected to the internet. Classrooms are also equipped with computers and data show devices for teaching and presentation facilities.



5.2 Library: The library contains a group of outstanding books and periodicals. A librarian is available to help with all questions related to the library. Quietness and order must be maintained at all times. Use of the library is limited to faculty, staff and students. Library hours are posted outside the library. Students must present their student identification card in order to enter and use Library facilities. FCES library is equipped with photocopying service and computer access in order to make search easier. The library is one of the most invaluable study resources. As such, it is vital that library books are kept in an appropriate manner and are returned in the same manner 7



in which they were borrowed. Given the importance of our various library collections, it is important that you realize that you must not damage University library books, or other materials. The University takes damage to its books and learning resources very seriously & any such damage will incur stiff penalties.



5.3 Website: The Faculty, several years ago, has launched its website: www.foc.cu.edu.eg Although the process of development is ongoing, the site is a valuable source of information on a wide range of topics and links to virtually all aspects of university life including admission, academics, about FCES, student life, alumni, news, and events. The Handbook itself is now available in electronic format on the website. There is a procedure manual uploaded on the website to provide guidance in case a certain procedure or paperwork is required along the four years spent on campus. For developing our website, we are particularly keen for you to give us your feedback. Please address your comments and suggestions to the English Section's academic coordinator.



5.4 Theatre: 8



The Theatre provides FCES students with a source of entertainment; where students with a talent somehow can express themselves; and regarded another way for FCES to serve the community. All of the students are invited to participate in theatre activities.



5.5 Transportation: The Faculty offers transportation buses from Cairo University to Zayed Campus daily every two hours and then back to the main campus. Pre-registration is required in the main campus (Room 16) for transportation fees payment.
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5.6 Physical Fitness: The Faculty also cares about the students' physical fitness as physical activities and exercises can improve mood and boost brain power. The Faculty has recently opened a new GYM for FCES students at Zayed Campus.
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5.7 Staff: One of the most valuable assets of FCES is its high quality well qualified English speakers full time professors. FCES depends mainly on full time instructors with a minimum requirement of a PhD in the field. All instructors are experienced in teaching, research and consultancy.



5.8 Academic Coordinator for the English Section: To further insure the quality of learning at FCES. The executive regulations of the English Section require that the Faculty Dean should appoint an academic coordinator for the section. Responsibilities of the Academic Coordinator include: •



Implementing the educational policies which are approved by FCES steering committee.



•



Monitoring the education process.



•



Follow-up on the students' academic progress.



•



Providing guidance for students regarding their study life.



•



Study of cases of suspended students and submission of recommendations to the steering committee.



•



Making textbooks available on time to all students.



•



Review the annual education performance of the English Section.



5.9 Text Books: FCES teaching methodology depends on different types of hard and soft material. However, when using textbooks, FCES uses the latest editions of internationally 12



recognized and widely used English textbooks. It is the responsibility of the English Section to make these books available to all students before the beginning of each semester.



6. Admission Requirements FCES admits highly qualified applicants who complete and fulfill the admission requirements. As a part of Cairo University, FCES is not-for-profit institution, therefore, admission requirements depends mainly on the applicants qualifications.



6.1 Minimum Admission Requirements: The faculty board decides on the number of students to be accepted each year according to the recommendations set by the English Section Supervisory Committee. For the year 2017/2018, the number of students is estimated to be around 1700 students including Non-Egyptian students. These students are going to be divided into two main groups; the first one will be in Cairo University campus in Giza, while the second one will be in the new Campus at Sheikh Zayed City. To be admitted, students should provide certificates showing: •



Completion of the Egyptian high school certificate (Thanawya Amma), or its equivalents (whether your major is science, math or arts), the minimum GPA or total percentage differs for each academic year, but it ranges from 92%-94% or GPA equivalent.



•



A minimum of 80% of total English language course grade, or "B" grade in English language for IGCSE and American Diploma students.



•



Accepted, in accordance to Tanseeq (ranking) office, to be admitted to Faculty of Commerce for the academic year 2017/2018.
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Admission Procedures: Students apply through the Tanseeq (ranking) office and state their choice to Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University. Once the students are referred to and accepted into Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University they should apply directly to the students’ affairs office "registrar" to be admitted to English Section. The application form among other necessary documents should be submitted.



Application Process: •



The total GPA or total grade in marks is added to the English language mark and English language high-level grade (above 5 marks).



•



Applications are ranked in a descending order and students are accepted till the number determined by the committee is completed.



•



The process of acceptance takes a minimum of two weeks, before the accepted students’ names are announced. 14



6.2 Tuition Fees: (High Quality Not-For-Profit Education): As our slogan indicates, FCES is a not-for-profit institution. FCES aims at providing high quality education; therefore, tuition fees are very competitive compared to the quality of education provided. Tuition and fees for academic offerings would be announced for each year by supervisory committee, according to the executive regulations approved by the university and the recommendations of the faculty board.



6.3 Scholarships:  



Faculty of Commerce annually grants 3 fully supported scholarships to FCES students. To encourage students to do their best, FCES grants students with high honors (excellent or more than 90%) a discount up to 10% of the tuition fees or honors (very good or more than 80%) a discount up to 5% of the tuition fees.



7. Programs and specializations FCES offers 4 main programs. All programs are studied over four years according to the credit hours system. The first two years are common for the first three programs: • Accounting Program. • Business Administration Program. • Insurance Program. • Actuarial Sciences Program. Specialization in the first three programs is determined only in the third year. In addition, FCES offers Actuarial sciences program where specialization starts from the first year.



 Accounting Program: This program offers students the accounting experience and knowledge that is needed by nearly most of business organizations in today’s world. Accounting program offers undergraduate students a high quality degree program in accounting focusing on technical knowledge and intellectual skills required for accountants that meet national and regional standards of excellence. The program employs professional, dedicated faculty staff who brings their real world practical experiences to our classrooms. Our small class sizes enable close working relationship between students and faculty staff and thus enhancing the quality of the educational process. The curriculum is learning-objective driven and focused on professional examination content. Courses’ content is current and updated manually for changes in accounting 15



regulations and practice. The accounting program at FCES is committed to excellence, integrity, teamwork, and lifelong learning. Program's Vision: To have a distinctive accounting program that enables the Faculty of CommerceCairo University to be a well-recognized regional pioneer and to occupy a high competitive position, on the international level, in the field of accounting. Program’s Mission: The accounting program is committed to: 1. Apply the total quality standards. 2. Provide an educational service through highly qualified staff members holding academic degrees from highly reputable and ranked universities worldwide. 3. Fosters an educational environment that suits the rapid advancement in technology and guarantees the success, continuity, and development of the program on the regional and international levels. 4. Graduates well-rounded accounting professionals satisfying the established rules and codes of professional conduct. Features: 1. The accounting program is considered the first program established on the level of all Egyptian universities, since the Faculty of Commerce-Cairo University board approved this program on 13/5/1991. This program has achieved a distinguished position on the local and international levels since then. 2. The presence of highly qualified staff members with academic degrees from highly reputable and ranked international universities. 3. Distinguished students with the highest grades, greatest will to exert effort and learn join the program. 4. Foreign-nationality students join the program and thus the exchange of cultures between countries is enhanced. 5. Using the latest editions from scientific references in teaching purposes. 6. Well equipped teaching classrooms with latest display and teaching tools. 7. Partnership with the largest international publishing companies to develop and modify the academic material of courses taught within the program. Objectives: The main objective of the accounting program is to provide qualified and distinctive graduates in the field of accounting. This main objective will be attained through the following sub-objectives satisfying the program vision and mission: 1.



Achieving high educational process quality with all its aspects (student admission, staff members, scientific references, course contents, and a suitable educational and organizational environment). 16



2.



3.



4. 5. 6.



Continuous development and modification of the program. The program administration continually updates the academic references, teaching methods, educational assistance that coordinates the academic content received by students with the latest material delivered internationally and thus enabling the students and potential graduates to be equally compared to their peers in commerce faculties on the international level. Activation of student/staff evaluation and assessment tools to continue focusing on the educational process quality and its development and then setting the activation objective concerning the evaluation and assessment (course content, teaching methods, used references, staff members, and organizational environment). Providing the financial resources required for the program continuity. Continuous and effective communication with stakeholders to develop the level of program graduates in order to satisfy the business market requirements. Providing opportunities for professional development in the society which in turn will lead to economical development in Egypt.



 Business Administration Program: This program provides you with an understanding of the role and operation of business organizations in relation to the broader economic and social environment. Business Administration program is designed to give students a thorough understanding of the theory and practice of business and management studies, as well as an appreciation of their roles in the operation of organizations. This B.A. Program offers undergraduate students a high quality degree program in business focusing on business knowledge and Intellectual skills required for managers that meet national and regional standards of excellence. Program's Vision: To be one of the main areas that makes the Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University more able to achieve regional and international competence in business administration fields. Program’s Mission: The business administration program is committed to apply a comprehensive quality standards, and present unique educational service through having elite teaching staff who got their degrees from the best international universities, as well as, creating an educational environment that cope with modern technology and guarantee having a successful program that will continue and grow regionally and internationally, and prepare for having a unique graduate in the field of business administration. Features: 1. The Business Administration program of the Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University is considered the first program among all Egyptian universities since it has been approved by the Faculty of Commerce Cairo University Council in 17



2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



13/5/1991. The program has achieved a distinct domestic and international position since then. The presence of an elite group of faculty members who have got their scientific degrees from the best universities in the world. The presence of a distinctive quality of students who are often the ones with the highest grades and thus are the most willing to exert effort to learn. The enrollment of a number of foreign students in the program which supports cultural exchange between countries. Teaching the latest and most recent scientific references in the program. The classrooms are equipped with the latest advanced methods of presentation and teaching. The partnership with leading global publishing companies to develop and update the educational program.



Objectives: The main objective of the program is based upon having graduates who are distinguished in the field of business administration through the achievement of the following sub-strategic objectives in order to accomplish the vision and mission of the program: 1.



2.



3.



4. 5.



Maintain the quality of the educational process in its various aspects (criteria for the selection of students - faculty members - scientific references and scientific content for different courses - appropriate educational and organizational environment). The continuous updating and development of the educational process: The program administration continuously updates textbooks, teaching methods, and teaching aids, making the educational content received by the student consistent with what has been reached on the international level and making the student and thus the graduate capable of interacting on the same level compared to the faculties of business administration worldwide. Implementing methods of assessment and evaluation for students and faculty members in order to maintain focusing on the quality of the educational process and the continuity of development and then setting the objective of the effectiveness of rating and evaluation (course contents – teaching methods references – teaching aids - faculty members - organizational environment). Provide the financial resources necessary for the continuity of the program. Continuous and effective communication with stakeholders, leading to the development of the level of the program graduates and thus satisfying the requirements and needs of the labor market.



 Insurance program: Insurance is a rigorous program touches a wide range of financial systems so it is designed to prepare students for positions in many financial services (including risk analysis and corporate risk management) and government agencies like insurance companies, regulatory compliance and banks especially credit department that all 18



demand quantitative and qualitative skills needed to meet modern risk assessment requirements. Program’s Vision: To have a high quality insurance program that enables the Faculty of commerce Cairo University to be a well-recognized regional and international leader in the insurance field. Program’s Mission: The insurance department is committed to apply a high quality insurance program based on comprehensive quality standards to support the insurance and financial services industry by providing talented and well-prepared students for careers. Features: 1.



The insurance program offered by the faculty of commerce - Cairo University is considered the first program established on the level of all the Egyptian and Arab universities that grant the bachelor's degree in insurance.



2.



The program is taught by a highly qualified group of faculty members who have got their PhD from highly ranked international universities.



3.



Providing a high quality education updated with the latest scientific references.



4.



Enrollment of foreign-nationality students is available which enrich exchange of cultures.



5.



The classrooms are equipped with the latest advanced methods of teaching.



6.



The graduates of the program are highly qualified and well paid by the job opportunities available in the insurance companies, banks, regulatory compliance and real estate agencies.



Objectives: The main objective of the program is based upon striving to add value to the industry by providing a talented graduate and professional education in the insurance field. This main objective will be attained through the achievement of the following Subobjectives to accomplish the vision and mission of the program: 1.



Strive to provide the best environment for learning by continuing updating and developing of the educational process.



2.



Provide a solid understanding of risk theory and practice in order to prepare a professional graduate.



3.



Strive to provide the students majoring in insurance program with a necessary skills, knowledge and ethics that enable them to succeed in the financial services.



4.



Build effective and value-based relationships with the insurance market to exchange experiences. 19



 Actuarial Sciences Program: This program offers its graduates a high chance to study the actuarial profession and work as an actuarial expert in insurance companies and other financial institutions. It was introduced at Faculty of Commerce - Cairo University in April 1994 to grant a BSc degree in Actuarial Sciences for the first time in Egypt and the Arab world. The program was set upon a protocol signed between the Department of Actuarial Sciences and Statistics - City University and Institute of Actuaries London – UK from one side and Egyptian Insurance Federation and Faculty of Commerce Cairo University Egypt from the other side. At the present time, it is under the supervision of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (IFA) United Kingdom. The program is explained briefly below: 



Actuarial sciences program starts from the first year of study, where students study a variety of mathematical, statistical and finance courses.







The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (IFA) -UK sets the main courses and its contents (CT subjects). Independent Examiners are appointed to be responsible of reviewing the examinations and results of these courses. The IFA-UK, therefore, grants the exemption of the professional courses to the students based on the recommendations of the Independent Examiners.







This program is opened to all students from both Arabic and English sections, however, there are admission requirements, and an admission examination is held for first year students to assess their mathematical and English skills.



Program's Vision: “Working on achieving an international and regional competitiveness in the area of Actuarial Sciences”. Program's Mission: In the context of the mission of the Faculty, the program’s mission is to prepare the students for the actuarial profession in order to satisfy the needs of the national and international markets, and to have distinguished graduates and researchers who are highly skilled in the application of mathematical and statistical tools along with using the high technology to comply with the international developments, and also to provide eminent services to the society by being committed to the international professional standards in actuarial sciences area. Objectives: The strategic objectives of the program are: 1. Providing the Egyptian and Arab markets with their needs of actuaries who are qualified as Fellows and/or Associates from the international professional bodies for enhancing the actuarial sciences education in the Middle East. 2. Providing distinguished educational services to the students in this area by applying the international standards of IFA. 3. Preparing the students to be qualified in the profession by increasing their 20



abilities to solve various financial problems that are required by the international academic programs and the needs of stakeholders. 4. Sustaining the program and setting development plans to keep up with the international standards. 5. Enhancing the cooperation with insurance market and different stakeholders to exchange the experience and support the program financially. Features: 1. The Actuarial Sciences program is considered one of the oldest international programs being established at Faculty of Commerce in 1995. It was based on a protocol signed by Faculty of Commerce and Egyptian Insurance Federation from one side and the Institute of Actuaries and City University (United Kingdom) currently University of Kent (United Kingdom) from the other side. 2. The program is considered the first of its kind in the Egyptian and Arab universities that grants the BSc in Actuarial Sciences. 3. The staff who is involved in teaching and supervising the program is highly qualified with PhD in Actuarial Sciences or Statistics or professional actuaries in the Egyptian and international markets. 4. The program is opened to all students from the Arabic and English sections in the Faculty who satisfy the admission requirements and pass the admission examinations in Mathematics and English. 5. There are international students enrolled in the program from African and Arab countries. 6. The students can be granted the exemption in the core technical subjects (CT subjects) by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (UK) upon the recommendations of the external examiner. 7. The program offers a Diploma in Actuarial Sciences that is the first of its kind in the Egyptian universities and accredited by IFA for those who are interested in the profession. 8. The graduates of the program are well reputed, highly skilled and well paid by the job opportunities available in the market.



8. Learning System and Assessment 8.1 Credit-hours Learning System: - The credit hours system is applied starting from the academic year 2017/2018. The academic year is divided into two semesters. The beginning and end of each semester is determined according to the calendar approved by Cairo University Council, and the duration of the semester is 15 weeks. - The duration of the study to obtain a bachelor's degree in different disciplines is at least four academic years (equivalent to 120 credit hours, 3 hours per course). - The student may study courses in each semester with a minimum of 12 units and a maximum of 18 units. The Faculty Council may change the minimum and maximum hours of registration. 21



-



To obtain a Bachelor's degree according to the credit hours system, the student must choose all courses related to the degree registered in accordance with the requirements of these regulations and the equivalent of 120 credit hours.



-



An intensive summer semester may be offered in some courses, by a decision of the Faculty Council.



-



The registration requirements and the scientific content of any course may change, by a decision of the Faculty Council and upon the proposal of the councils of academic departments and after the approval of the University Council.



-



The examinations are held at the end of each semester. The Faculty Council determines at the beginning of each year the distribution of the grades for each course between the marks of participation, midterm and end of semester examinations according to the nature of each course and upon the recommendation of the program supervision committee.



-



The Faculty Council, upon the proposal of the Councils of Academic Departments, approves the decisions that require practical applications, and shall be one hour and a half per week for each course



Learning levels are divided into four levels: 1. The student is considered to be in the first level if he didn’t pass in at least 24 units of study. 2. The student is considered to be in the second level if he passed in at least 24 units of study. 3. The student is considered to be in the third level if he passed in at least 54 units of study. 4. The student is considered to be in the fourth level if he passed in at least 84 units. 5. Studying at the first and second levels is common to all disciplines (except actuarial sciences). All students, regardless their specialization study 20 courses with a total of 60 credit hours divided into 18 compulsory courses and 2 elective courses. 6. The majors (Accounting / Business Administration / Insurance) are determined at the third level. 7. The academic departments may require that the student passes one or more courses with an assessment grade determined by the department as a condition for acceptance in the specialization major. 8. The student's specialization is determined at the fourth level. 9. The Faculty Council shall have the right to take a decision to suspend or continue the registration in any specialization according to the number of students accepted in each specialization, human resources and materials needed in the faculty, upon the proposal of the relevant department council. 22



10. The academic councils of the departments propose the minimum and maximum limits for the students of a course, which is to be approved then by the Faculty Council.



8.2 Academic Advising: The supervising committee appoints an academic advisor from among the faculty members for each group of students at the time of enrollment and can continue with them until the end of the study. The academic advisor assists the student in developing his study plan, following up his performance, advising him and helping him in choosing the courses for each semester and determining the number of hours in accordance with the regulations. The opinion of the academic advisor shall be considered as advisory and the student shall be responsible for the courses in which he registers upon his request.



8.3 Registration: - The student registers in the courses he /she choose through the application forms with the academic advisor before the beginning of each semester. - After completing the registration process, the student may drop or add one or more courses within two weeks of the beginning of the semester, in coordination with the student's academic advisor, and in accordance with the minimum and maximum number of credit hours allowed for registration in the semester. - The student is not entitled to register in a course before passing its pre-required course, unless it’s a graduation case. - Students who didn’t register until the end of the third week from the beginning of the semester present their excuse to the Education and Student Affairs Committee and then the Faculty Council considers this excuse whether accepted or not. - A student who is late for registration until the fourth week from the beginning of the semester will fail unless he presents an excuse accepted by the Faculty Council explaining the reason for his delay in registering. - The student may drop a course that has been registered within two weeks at most from the beginning of the semester. But the number of hours registered for the student should not be less than the minimum hours of registration in the semester (12 credit hours). If he drops the course after that period, he shall fail and get (F). - If the student wishes to drop the entire semester for the conditions of being sick or an excuse accepted by the Faculty Council, he/she must apply for the students' affairs to get an approval. These courses will not be considered as (F) but the student must take the examination in another semester after payment of the educational service fees. - The student is allowed to drop or add courses as mentioned above beyond the specified period, in the following cases: 



If his specialization is changed. 23







If his graduation is expected in the semester in which he was enrolled, and the procedure of adding or dropping some courses is necessary for graduation. Students will be given the courses they choose and have already studied in the specialization from which they are transferring.



8.4 Attendance: It is vital that students attend lectures regularly, with a minimum attendance 75% of the total hours for each course separately. In case the student absence exceeded 25% of the total hours for each course separately, he/she may not be permitted to attend the final exam unless provided with an excuse accepted by the faculty Council. The student who misses the final exam for any course without an acceptable excuse takes a score of zero in the number of points for that exam.



8.5 Assessment: The credit hours system is applied for each course and determines the student's grade and the number of points obtained in the course according to the percentage. Student performance in each course is evaluated throughout the semester. Exams, quizzes, assignments, field work, projects and class participation are used as a means of assessment. Unified written closed book exams are the dominant form used in mid-term and final examinations. Exams are jointly prepared and marked by all teaching professors for each subject. The duration of the exam for each course is two hours. Each course will be graded based on 100 marks allocated as follows: 1. Written Examinations Closed-book written Examinations are used in all years and all courses, 2 exams are taken during the term as follows:



2. Assessment of Course work



- Mid-term Examination: minimum 20% of total mark - Final Examination: minimum 50% of total mark Maximum 30% of total mark is given for assignments, quizzes, projects, and class participation.



8.6 Grading System: The credit-hours system transfers the marks of each course into grades and points according to the following table:



24



Percentage% 95-100 90-94 85-89 80-84 75-79 70-74 65-69 60-64 55-59 50-54 Less than 50



Grade A+ A B+ B C+ C CD+ D DF FX I W



Points Excellent+ Excellent Very Good+ Very Good Good+ Good GoodPass+ Pass PassFail Deprived Incomplete Withdrew



4 3.7 3.4 3 2.7 2.3 2 1.7 1.3 1 zero zero



GPA = Total (Number of credit hours per course x Points obtained by the student during the semester) / Total credit hours for semester courses CGPA= Total (number of credit hours for each course x Points obtained by the student in the course) / Total credit hours of courses studied in the program Percentage of graduation = (The total marks obtained by the student in four levels x 100) / Total final marks 



The general grade of the student's success for each academic year shall be calculated according to the grades obtained, taking into account that his grade in any course in which he/she previously failed in or was absent will not be more than pass, but if there is an acceptable excuse, the student gets his/her actual grade in this course.
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9. Courses Content Courses for the Bachelor's Program: Total number of courses is 40 courses with a total of 120 credit hours distributed as follows: 



College Requirements: (30 courses - 90 credit hours)



- Compulsory courses: Faculty requirements (21 courses) Non-faculty requirements (6 courses) - Elective courses: Non-faculty courses (3 liberal art courses) 



Track/Major Requirements:



- Compulsory courses: Faculty requirements within the department (2 courses - 6 credit hours) - An elective course (3 credit hours) 



Specialization Requirements:



- Compulsory courses: Faculty requirements within the department (6 courses- 18 credit hours) - An elective course (3 credit hours) 



Additional Courses: (NON-Credit Courses)



These courses represent graduation requirements that must be passed by each student as a condition for obtaining the Bachelor's degree. These courses include four compulsory courses for all students and three courses that the student must pass in some conditions: 1. English (1) for Egyptian secondary school students from Arabic schools. 2. English language (2) for Egyptian secondary school students from Arabic and foreign schools. 3. Principles of Mathematics for high school students with specialization in arts. 4. Presentation skills for all students. 5. Preparing a professional CV for all students. 6. Personal interviews and job search for all students. 7. Self-management in the field of work for all students.
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Suggested Study Plan for a Bachelor's Degree in Accounting Level (1)



MGT 100 MGT 101 ECN 100



Course Title Introduction to Financial Accounting



Term (1)



Code ACT 100



Course Prerequisites



Introduction to Management Organizational Behavior Introduction to Economics Psychology of Creativity and Innovation



ACT 101



Intermediate Accounting



ACT 100



MGT 102



Introduction to Business



MGT 100



LAW 100 INS 100



Term (2)



CRT 100



LAC ---



Business Law Business Mathematics Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



Level (2)



MGT 201 ITC 201 INS 201



Course Title Introduction to Cost Accounting



Term (3)



Code ACT 201



Introduction to Marketing



Course Prerequisites ACT 101 MGT 102



Introduction to Business Technology Finance & Investment Mathematics



INS 100



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



ACT 202



Introduction to Auditing



ACT 101



MGT 202



Introduction to Finance



MGT 102



Introduction to Risk & Insurance



INS 201



Money, Banking, and International Trade



ECN 100



INS 202 ECN 201 LAC ---



Term (4)



LAC ---



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)
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Level (3)



INS 301



Course Title Governmental Accounting



Term (5)



Code ACT 301



Course Prerequisites ACT 202



Business Statistics



INS 100



Entrepreneurship



MGT 102



Social & Business Insurance (I)



INS 202



ECN 301



Public Finance



ECN 100



ACT 302



Tax Accounting (I)



ACT 101



Business Information Systems



ITC 201 ACT 101



Cost Accounting Systems



ACT 201



Advanced Financial Accounting



ACT 101



MGT 301 INS 302



ACT 303 ACT 304



Term (6)



MGT 302



ELA 3--



Accounting Elective



ACT 305



Auditing Financial Reports



Level (4) Financial Accounting Major Course Title Management Accounting



ACT 402



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



Accounting in Financial Institutions



ACT 301



ACT 403



Term (7)



Code ACT 401



Course Prerequisites ACT 303



&



ACT 405



Financial Reporting Statements Analysis



&



ACT 406



Tax Accounting (II)



ACT 302



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



ACT 407



International Financial Standards (IFRS)



Term (8)



Corporate Governance Accounting Profession



ACT 404



Ethics



in



Financial



Reporting



ACT 420



Research Project in Major Specialization (Field Study)



ELA 4--



Accounting Elective 28



ACT 304 MGT 302 ACT 305



MGT 202 ACT 202 ACT 101



Level (4) Accounting & Finance Major Course Title Management Accounting



ACT 402



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



Term (7)



Code ACT 401



Course Prerequisites ACT 303



Futures & Options Markets &



ACT 405



Financial Reporting Statements Analysis



&



ACT 408



Fair Value Accounting



MGT 432 ACT 420



Term (8)



Corporate Governance Accounting Profession



ACT 404



ELA 4--



ACT 101



Ethics



in



ACT 304



Financial



MGT 302 ACT 305 ACT 304



Advanced Financial Management Strategic Management



MGT 102



Research Project in Major Specialization (Field Study) Accounting Elective



Level (4) Cost & Management Accounting Major Code



Course Title Corporate Governance & Accounting Profession



ACT 409



Cost Accounting Enterprises



in



Ethics



in



Specialized



ACT 304 ACT 303



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



ACT 405



Financial Reporting Statements Analysis



MGT 302 ACT 305



ACT 410



Advanced Management Accounting



ACT 401



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Advanced Cost Accounting Studies



ACT 201



ACT 402



ACT 411 ACT 420 ELA 4--



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



ACT 404



Course Prerequisites



&



Financial



Research Project in Major Specialization (Field Study) Accounting Elective 29



Level (4) Auditing & Corporate Governance Major Code



Course Title Corporate Governance & Accounting Profession



ACT404



Ethics



in



ACT 304 ACT 202



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



ACT 405



Financial Reporting Statements Analysis



MGT 302 ACT 305



MGT 432



Strategic Management



ACT 413



Advanced Studies in Corporate Governance



ACT 401 ACT 402



ACT 414 ACT 420 ELA 4--



Term (7)



Auditing Information Systems



Term (8)



ACT 412



Course Prerequisites



&



Financial



MGT 102 Auditing &



Auditing & Assurance Services Research Project in Major Specialization (Field Study) Accounting Elective
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ACT404 ACT 412



Suggested Study Plan for a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration Level (1)



MGT 100 MGT 101 ECN 100



Course Title Introduction to Financial Accounting



Term (1)



Code ACT 100



Course Prerequisites



Introduction to Management Organizational Behavior Introduction to Economics Psychology of Creativity and Innovation



ACT 101



Intermediate Accounting



ACT 100



Introduction to Business



MGT 100



MGT 102 LAW 100 INS 100



Term (2)



CRT 100



LAC ---



Business Law Business Mathematics Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



Level (2)



MGT 201 ITC 201 INS 201



Course Title Introduction to Cost Accounting



Term (3)



Code ACT 201



Introduction to Marketing



Course Prerequisites ACT 101 MGT 102



Introduction to Business Technology Finance & Investment Mathematics



INS 100



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



ACT 202



Introduction to Auditing



ACT 101



Introduction to Finance



MGT 102



Introduction to Risk & Insurance



INS 201



Money, Banking, and International Trade



ECN 100



MGT 202 INS 202 ECN 201 LAC ---



Term (4)



LAC ---



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)
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Level (3) Course Prerequisites ACT 202



Business Statistics



INS 100



Entrepreneurship



MGT 102



Social & Business Insurance (I)



INS 202



ECN 301



Public Finance



ECN 100



ACT 302



Tax Accounting (I)



ACT 101



Business Information Systems



ITC 201 ACT 101



Human Resources Management



MGT 102



International Business



MGT 102



MGT 301 INS 302



MGT 302 MGT 303 MGT 304



Term (6)



INS 301



Course Title Governmental Accounting



Term (5)



Code ACT 301



Business Elective



Level (4) Business Major Course Title Production and Operations Management



MGT 402



Supply Chain Management



MGT 102



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



MGT 403



Small Business Management



MGT 102



MGT 404



Organizational Development Management of Change



ACT 402



MGT 432 MGT 405 MGT 433



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



Code MGT 401



and



Course Prerequisites MGT 102



MGT 101



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Materials Management



MGT 102



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective Management Course
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Level (4) Finance Major Code



Course Title Corporate Finance



MGT 407 ACT 401 ACT 402



Term (7)



MGT 406



MGT 408



MGT 432 MGT 410 MGT 433



Term (8)



MGT 409



Course Prerequisites MGT 202 INS 201



Financial Reporting



MGT 202



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



Assets Pricing



MGT 202 INS 201



Portfolio Management



MGT 202 INS 201



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Financial Institutions and Markets



MGT 202



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective Finance Course



Level (4) Marketing Major Course Title Marketing Research



MGT 412



Buyer Behavior



MGT 202



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



MGT 413



Integrated Marketing Communications



MGT 201



MGT 414



Marketing of Distribution Channels



MGT 201



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Digital Marketing



MGT 201



ACT 402



MGT 415 MGT 433



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



Code MGT 411



Course Prerequisites MGT 201



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective Marketing course
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Level (4) Human Resources Major Code



Course Title Recruitment, Selection and Sustenance of Human Resources



MGT 416



Course Prerequisites MGT 303 MGT 303



Management Accounting



ACT 303



ACT 402



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



MGT 418



Compensations Management



MGT 303



MGT 419



Managing labor-Relations and Labor law



MGT 303



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



MGT 420 MGT 433



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



Development, Training and Performance Management



MGT 417



Recent Issues Management



in



Human



Resources



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective Human Resources Course



Level (4) Management of Service Firms Major Course Title Marketing of Services



MGT 422



Human Resources Management in Service Firms



MGT 303



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



MGT 423



Operations Management in Service Firms



MGT 102



MGT 424



Quality Management in Service Firms



MGT 102



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Purchasing Management in Service Firms



MGT 102



ACT 402



MGT 425 MGT 433



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



Code MGT 421



Course Prerequisites MGT 201



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective Management of Services Firms Course 34



Level (4) International Business major Code MGT 426



Course Title International Business Environment



Course Prerequisites MGT 304



Management of International Trade



MGT 301 MGT 304



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



MGT 428



Human Resources Management Multinational Companies



MGT 303 MGT 304



MGT 430



International marketing



MGT 201



MGT 432



Strategic Management



MGT 102



International Finance



MGT 202



ACT 402



MGT 431 MGT 433



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



MGT 427



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective International Business course
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in



Suggested Study Plan for a Bachelor's Degree in Insurance Level (1)



MGT 100 MGT 101 ECN 100



Course Title Introduction to Financial Accounting



Term (1)



Code ACT 100



Course Prerequisites



Introduction to Management Organizational Behavior Introduction to Economics Psychology of Creativity and Innovation



ACT 101



Intermediate Accounting



ACT 100



Introduction to Business



MGT 100



MGT 102 LAW 100 INS 100



Term (2)



CRT 100



LAC ---



Business Law Business Mathematics Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



Level (2)



MGT 201 ITC 201 INS 201



Course Title Introduction to Cost Accounting



Term (3)



Code ACT 201



Introduction to Marketing



Course Prerequisites ACT 101 MGT 102



Introduction to Business Technology Finance & Investment Mathematics



INS 100



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)



ACT 202



Introduction to Auditing



ACT 101



MGT 202



Introduction to Finance



MGT 102



Introduction to Risk & Insurance



INS 201



Money, Banking, and International Trade



ECN 100



INS 202 ECN 201 LAC ---



Term (4)



LAC ---



Free Elective (one of the liberal arts)
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Level (3) Course Prerequisites ACT 202



Business Statistics



INS101



Entrepreneurship



MGT 102



Social & Business Insurance (I)



INS 202



ECN 301



Public Finance



ECN 100



ACT 302



Tax Accounting (1)



ACT 101



Business Information Systems



ITC 201 ACT 101



Investment Strategies and Policies



MGT 202



Models (1) - Risk Management Models



INS 202



MGT 303 INS 302



MGT 302 INS 303 INS 304



Term (6)



INS 301



Course Title Governmental Accounting



Term (5)



Code ACT 301



Elective Course



Level (4) Insurance Major Course Title Fire and Allied Perils Insurance



INS 401



Marine Hull and Associated Liabilities



INS 202



Management Accounting



ACT 301



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 304



INS 402



Cargo and Goods in Transit Insurance



INS 202



INS 403



Private Medical Insurance



INS 202



MGT 432 INS 404



Strategic Management



MGT 102



Reinsurance



INS 202



ACT 404



INS 420



Term (8)



ACT 403



Term (7)



Code INS 400



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective course
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Course Prerequisites INS 202



Level (4) Risk Management of Financial Institutions Major Course Title Statistical Methods



INS 406



Financial reports



MGT 202



Management Accounting



ACT 303



Financial Feasibility Study for Investment Projects



ACT 101



INS 407



Advanced Studies Investment



MGT 202



INS 408



Models (2) - Advanced Credit Risk Models



INS 304



Enterprise Risk Management



INS 202



Strategic Management



MGT 102



ACT 402



INS 409 MGT 432 INS 420



Term (8)



ACT 401



Term (7)



Code INS 405



in



Course Prerequisites INS 301



Finance



Graduation Project in Selected Major Elective course
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and



Suggested Study Plan for a Bachelor's Degree in Actuarial Sciences Level (1) First semester Subject



Code



Code



Second semester Subject



AS MF1



Calculus I



AS MF2



Calculus II



AS BF1



Introduction to Risk Management and Insurance



AS CS0



Introduction to Actuarial Statistics



AS MF3



Mathematics & Algebra



AS CM10



Introduction to Actuarial Mathematics



AS ACT 100



Introduction to Financial Accounting



AS MGT 100



Introduction to Management



Elective Course



Elective Course



Level (2) Code



First semester Subject



Code



Second semester Subject



AS CS11



Actuarial Statistics 1 I



AS CS12



Actuarial Statistics 1 II



AS CB11



Business Finance I



AS CB12



Business Finance II



AS SP2



Life Insurance



AS SP781



General Insurance



AS SP5



Investment and Finance



AS IT1



Financial Applications of Information Technology



Elective Course



Elective Course



Elective courses for level (1) & (2): Code



Subject



Course Prerequisites



AS LAW 100



Business Law



AS MGT 101



Organizational Behavior



AS ITC 201



Fundamentals of Information technology



AS ECN 100



Introduction to Economics



AS MGT 102



Introduction to Business



AS MGT 100



AS ECN 301



Public Finance



AS ECN 100



AS ACT 101



Intermediate Accounting



AS ACT 100



AS MGT 301



Entrepreneurship



AS MGT 102
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AS MGT 201



Fundamentals of Marketing



AS MGT 102



AS ECN 201



Money, Banking and International trade



AS ECN 100



AS CS1P



Applied Actuarial Statistics 1



AS MF6



Calculus III



AS MF7



Stochastic Processes



AS MF2



Level (3) First semester Subject



Code



Code



Second semester Subject



AS CB21



Business Economics I



AS CB22



Business Economics II



AS CM11



Actuarial Mathematics 1 I



AS CM12



Actuarial Mathematics 1 II



AS MF4



Survival Models



AS MF5



Mathematical Modelling



AS SP4



Pensions and other Benefits



AS IT2



Advanced Financial Applications of Information Technology



Elective Course



Elective Course



Level (4) First semester Subject



Code



Code



Second semester Subject



AS CM21



Actuarial Mathematics 2 I



AS CM22



Actuarial Mathematics 2 II



AS CB31



Business Management I



AS CB32



Business Management II



AS CS21



Actuarial Statistics 2 I



AS CS22



Actuarial Statistics 2 II



AS SP9



Enterprise Risk Management



AS SP1



Health and Care



Elective Course



Elective Course



Elective courses for level (3) & (4): Code



Subject



AS ACT 402



Financial Feasibility Study



AS SP782



Advanced General Insurance



AS SP6



Financial Derivatives



AS SF5



Applied Econometrics
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Course Prerequisites AS ACT 101 AS SP781



AS INSG 613



Takaful Insurance



AS INSG 618



Insurance Companies Accounting



AS BF2



Egyptian Commercial and Insurance Laws



AS OPAT PSC



Professional Skills



AS CS23



Actuarial Statistics 2 III



AS CM13



Actuarial Mathematics 1 III



AS CS2P



Applied Actuarial Statistics 2



AS CM1P



Applied Actuarial Mathematics 1



AS CM2P



Applied Actuarial Mathematics 2



AS PROJ



Graduation Project
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Through these main committees the union aims to: 1. Develop spiritual and moral values, as well as national awareness among students and to familiarize them with leadership skills and provide them with opportunities to express their opinions. 2. Discover students' talents, abilities and skills and enhancing them. 3. Make use of students' potentials in many societal activities.



11. Student Support FCES offers several student support activities, that helps and support his/her studying, making the campus life comfortable and to offer the students with other important skills and training so that he/she is capable to work in today's competitive environment. Whatever the issue financial, personal, academic or administrative the FCES Student Services and the academic coordinator office are there to help you.



11.1 Research and Commercial Studies Center (RCSC):    



The center was established in 1984, and the RCSC offers research and training services for the industrial and commercial sectors as well as financial institutions. The center is affiliated to the faculty and is divided into three main sectors. The research and consultation sector conducts research for the faculty and economic community in addition to assisting private and public owned companies in solving their problems. The second sector offers training seminars for the organizations. The third is called the computer and language sector is responsible for facilitating courses for the students to help them develop skills in IT and computer applications. 42



11.2 Training Opportunities: FCES offers many training opportunities to students through its annual employment fair and also through direct contact with the business companies.



11.3 Orientation and Seminars: Throughout the academic year, FCES hosts and organize many public seminars. Guest speakers in such events are key members in all business fields. The main purpose of these orientations and seminars is to enhance the knowledge of students and to give them hands on experience from highly recognized individuals in different fields.



11.4 Career Opportunities: In recent years, graduates from FCES have entered a variety of careers in both private and public sectors. Many students enter training contracts with accounting firms during their undergraduate studies which give them the opportunity to join these firms after graduation. Other examples include jobs in banking and finance, management accountancy, government agencies, civil services, nongovernmental organizations, and universities. After more than 25 years of existence, there is a high probability to find at least one of our graduates working in each of the major reputable companies in Egypt.
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12. FAQ’s 12.1 When do the final and midterm exams begin? The midterm exam usually starts 7 weeks after the beginning of the semester, the main University examinations for fall semester of each academic year would be held between second week of December until second week of January, and that of spring semester would be held between second week of May until second week of June. Students who are unable to take any examinations during the examination period for any reason should notify the student affairs office before the examination period with significant period.



12.2 When does the examination timetable is announced? The Provisional Timetable for the main examinations will be announced shortly before the exams.



12.3 When and where do the timetables appear? Time tables are usually announced and posted before the start of the semester, and are posted on the website and on the bill boards in the English Section building.



12.4 What is the role of teaching assistants and demonstrators? Their role is to give problem solutions sessions and tutorials, grading assignments and quizzes, offering help and explanation to students during their office hours.



13. Useful Contacts: 13.1 For Administrative Issues, the following Contacts may help: - Student Affairs Office: Tel: +20-35674892 - FCES Secretarial Staff FCES building, Room 16 Tel: +20-35676298



13.2 For Academic Issues, the following Contact may help: - The Academic Coordinator Office: FCES Building, Room 17 44



Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University Tel: +20-35674909



14. FCES Staff Members 14.1 Accounting Department Staff:            



 



Prof. Ibrahim Mohamed ElSibaey Prof. Mohamed Sabry Hafez El-Attar Prof. Ahmed Farghaly Hassan Prof. Abd El-Moneim Ali AwadAllah Prof. Ibrahim Raslan Hegazy Prof. Hanafy Zaky Eid Mohamed Prof. Osama Mohamed Zaky Prof. Said Yahia Daw Prof. Sadek Hamed Mostafa Prof. Magdy Gamal Abd El-Kader (Vice Dean for postgraduate Studies) Prof. Tarek Mohamed Hasaneen (Department Head) Prof. Mohamed Hassan Abd El-Azim (Vice Dean for Education & Students affairs)



Prof. Amr Mohamed Said Abd El-Halim Ass. Prof. Helmy Ibrahim Sallam 45



                        



Ass. Prof. Abd El-Aty Abd El-Monsef Abd El-Salam Ass. Prof. Magda Hosny Abo Saida Ass. Prof. Hala Abd El-Naby Abd El-Fattah Ass. Prof. Heba Abd El-Metaal Ahmed Dr. Sania Tawfik Mohamed Dr. Aziza Abd El-Razik Dr. Adel Abd El-Rahman Ahmed Dr. Hatem Rashad Mohamed Abd El-Fattah Dr. Ahmed Anis Dr. Rasha Hanafy Dr. Ahmed Fouad El-Baiomy Dr. Bassant Shaarawy Dr. Rola Samy Dr. Manal Abd El-Azim Dr. Eman Mamdooh Arafa Dr. Waleed Shehata Dr. Heba Salah El-Din Dr. Dina El-Sayed Mostafa Dr. Ahmed Abd Elkader Sharaf Dr. Menna Mortada Dr. Kholoud Abd El-Kereem Dr. Nesma El-Shayb Dr. Nancy Mohamed Dr. Sara Raslan Dr. Heba Hazem



14.2 Business Administration Department Staff:             



Prof. Mohamed Shohaieb Prof. Hussein Atta Ghneim Prof. Ahmed Fahmy Galal Prof. El Desouki Hamid Abu Zeid Prof. Kamel Omran Prof. Ahmed Ghoniem Prof. Khairy Ali El-Gziry Prof. Adel Zayed Prof. Mahmoud Fouad Prof. Wael Kortam (Department Head) Prof. Osama El-Ansary Prof. Ehab Abou Aish (Faculty Dean) Prof. Amira Fouad 46



                        



Prof. Gamal Shehata Prof. Hassan El-Sady Ass. Prof. Mohammed Abdullah Ass. Prof. Mostafa Kamel Ass. Prof. Hanaa Abdel Halim Ass. Prof. Mohamed El-Kurdi Ass. Prof. Abd-El Aziz Hashim Ass. Prof. Gamal Sayd Abd El-aziz Ass. Prof. Abeer Mahrous Ass. Prof. Mohamed Sobhy Dr. Ashraf Emam Saif Eldin Dr. Wafaa Abd eldayem Dr. Neven Ezzat Dr. Amal Abbas Dr. Ahmed El badry Dr. Rasha Hamad Dr. Nora Abdel Rahman Dr. Sally Omran Dr. Reham Mohamed Talaat Dr. Sarah Sobhy Dr. Alaa El- Bedwehy Dr. Nora Nour El-Din Dr. Bahaa Samir Allam Dr. Alaa Tarek Dr. Mohamed El-Sharnouby



14.3 Mathematics and Insurance Department Staff:             



Prof. Ibrahim Morgan Prof. Mohamed Ghazy Prof. Rafaat Ahmed Ali (Department Head) Prof. Lobna Mohamed Farid Ass. Prof. Mahmoud Elsayed Ass. Prof. Dalia Samy Dr. Rowaida Tobar Dr. Mostafa Yousry Dr. Marwa Khairy Dr. Mona Hammad Dr. Ghada Mahmoud Dr. Islam Samy Dr. Amr Soliman 47
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